Dundee has a very walkable city centre with a range of cultural and visitor attractions within easy reach. Details of opening hours and programmes can be found on the web or by using the What’s On listing: www.leisureandculturedundee.com/events

In 2014 Dundee was designated by UNESCO as a Creative City it is part of a global network of cities that value culture and promote themselves as creative and cultural destinations.

**KEY**

1. DUNDEE REP
2. DCA (DUNDEE CONTEMPORARY ARTS)
3. DUNDEE SCIENCE CENTRE
4. DISCOVERY POINT
5. RRS DISCOVERY
6. V&A DUNDEE
7. SLESSOR GARDENS
8. TAY ROAD BRIDGE COMMEMORATIVE OBELISK
9. TELFORD BEACON
10. VIEWING PLATFORM
11. NORTH CARR LIGHTSHIP
12. HMS UNICORN
13. OLYMPIA
14. WISHART ARCH
15. CENTRAL LIBRARY
16. THE MCMANUS DUNDEE’S ART GALLERY & MUSEUM
17. THE HOWFF BURIAL GROUND
18. THE MCMANUS COLLECTIONS UNIT
19. WEST WARD WORKS
20. VERDANT WORKS & HIGH MILL